1. Main Research Results

(1) Banana-shaped Liquid Crystals

The number of citation of the first banana LC paper (J. Mater. Chem. 1996) reported together with Prof. J. Watanabe's group became 562 (April 21, 2008, ISI), and that of the review paper (Jpn. J. Appl. Phys., 2006) became 76 (April 21, 2008, ISI). We continued to investigate this liquid crystal system.

(1.1) Chirality, 1, 4, 8, 17, 18

It is known that molecules spontaneously segregate into chiral domains in some phases in banana-shaped liquid crystals. We showed that chiral domains are selectively formed if one of the twisted nematic structures is formed in the nematic phase [1]. In [4] we reported chirality control by using circularly polarized light. We measured vibration circular dichroism (VCD) using large chiral domains and clarified that twist of ester linkage of molecules is the origin of molecular chirality [17]. We also reported chiral transfer between two phases [18]. Ref. [8] is an invited review article on chiral control by circularly polarized light in side-chain-type and main-chain-type polymers with azo linkages.

(1.2) Polarity, 21, 31

So far we showed the odd-even effect for the emergence of ferroelectric and antiferroelectric phases depending on the carbon numbers of homologous series of banana-shaped liquid crystals. In [21], we made detailed investigation on the mixtures of the homologous series with odd and even numbers of carbons experimentally and theoretically, and found that van der Waals interaction between methyl groups attached to chiral carbons plays an important role for the emergence of ferroelectric phase. We also investigated the emergence of ferroelectric and antiferroelectric phase in molecules with an asymmetric naphthalene core [43].

(1.3) Else, 24, 30, 38, 43

Besides chirality and polarity, we also made phase identification and found new phenomena. In [24], [30], [38], we investigated characteristic banana phases in novel molecules. We found characteristic electroconvection and pattern formation in the nematic phase of a banana-shaped liquid crystal. We concluded the existence of a twist structure which has never been observed in calamitic liquid crystal [43].

(2) Columnar Liquid Crystals, 14, 22

We continued the columnar LCs which can switch their polar order. We measured Kerr effect in the isotropic phase right above the columnar phase for the first time and determined the Kerr constant
We also observed the relaxation process from a polar state to a nonpolar state when terminating an electric field, and found there are three relaxation processes [22].

(3) Other liquid crystals, 6, 7, 10, 19, 33
We performed studies on de Vries LCs [6], polar polymer LCs [7], discotic LCs [19, 33]. In [10], we studied the origins why achiral ester molecules act as chiral molecules when they are located in chiral circumstances.

(4) Photonic devices
We continued the studies on optical devices utilizing various periodic structures such as cholesteric LCs. We made considerable progress on OLED, lasers and optical reflectors.

(4.1) OLED device, 3, 13, 35, 39, 41
We succeeded in increasing output intensity and directionality by fabricating OLED devices on cholesteric LC films [3] and in increasing external efficiency by using Bragg diffraction from imprinted 1D [35] and 2D [39] structures. We also develop circularly polarized OLED devices [13] and polarization-tunable OLED devices [41].

(4.2) Application to laser devices, 9, 12, 16, 23, 26, 36, 37, 40, 42
We continued the studies on improved defect mode lasing [9,16], decreasing threshold of DFB mode lasing [12, 22, 36]. We started new studies on lasing devices covering a full visible wavelength region using gradient of helical pitch [26, 40], surface-emitting lasers using in-plane 1D periodic structure and its polarization control [42], RGB simultaneous lasing using a unique structure consisting of cholesteric LC films and isotropic films [37].

(4.2) Application to other optical devices, 5, 32
We succeeded in getting RGB reflector using a unique structure consisting of cholesteric LC films and isotropic films, which contradicts the common wisdom that cholesteric LCs reflect light corresponding to their optical pitch in a narrow wavelength range [32]. We also reported simulation results of wide-range reflection from cholesteric LCs with Fibonacian defects [5].

(5) Organic transistor, 11, 15, 25, 28, 29, 34
We published many papers on organic transistors under the collaboration with Prof. T. Mori [11, 15, 25, 29, 34]. We also made simulation of electron carrier mobility in the nematic phase and compared with the existing experimental results [28].

(6) Others, 2,20, 27
We made some other studies. In [27], we succeeded in getting monodomain twisted nematic cells without reverse twist by using chiral surface agent.
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